
Please join me as we pray for ourselves and others. 

Lord, it is winter – it is cold and darkness settles early. The ground is hard. Everything speaks to us of 

endings and decay and loss. 

But the stars are somehow brighter in winter. Wintersweet flowers on bare branches. The air is clear 

and crisp. 

Winter with its bleak days and cold nights allows us time to turn inward, to recharge, to renew our 

hearts and minds, to rekindle friendships and dreams. It is a time for soup and slippers, for long 

conversations, for reading, gazing into the fire, shared meals and laughter, the smell of baking apples, 

and cinnamon and mulled wine.  

Our homes are warm and our cupboards well stocked, but we know, Lord, that not everyone is so 

fortunate.  

We pray Lord for people in poverty this winter – for those without enough fuel and food to make it 

safely through the bleak days. We think of many children worldwide who experience food insecurity – 

not only in winter, but every day. We pray for organizations and individuals who help – Presbyterian 

Support, the City Mission, men and women who see a need and work on solutions.  

We know Lord, that our gardens are only resting.  

But Lord, our world is in trouble. We pillage it for its resources, the ground turns sour because of 

overuse and neglect, forests are destroyed for paper. We pray that governments and individuals will 

take responsibility and control, looking past profit to reclaim and restore the world you made for us.  

Our conversations in winter Lord, remind us how safely we can express our opinions and thoughts; 

how many rights we take for granted. We know that not everyone is so fortunate. 

We pray Lord for those who live in countries where women are often denied the right to speak, where 

alternative opinions are branded as sedition. We pray Lord for the many whose human rights are not 

respected, and pray for those who work to make this world a safer place for all. 

We are not alone Lord. 

Remind us Lord, every day that we are connected to others, that we cannot do life alone, that we need 

others as they need us. And that in all we must learn to rely on you.  

AMEN 


